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Abstract
Our history of understanding galaxy formation could be traced through the development
of individual ideas. A cynic might be tempted to suggest that new catchphrases are
developed at a faster rate than genuine progress is made.
The story so far
Galaxy formation is a complex subject, and the fundamental question “how do galaxies form?” is poorly
defined. Galaxies do not “form” instantaneously, and there is no sharp dividing line between their creation
and the evolution of their properties. Understanding how lumps of a specific size developed from simplicity to
complexity is clearly a challenging endeavour. Different researchers approach this from a variety of directions,
and the history of progress on this topic is replete with ideas that have temporarily captured the imagination
of astrophysicists. This history can be followed through a series of the most important review (or review-
like) articles, including Gamow (1948), Hoyle (1953), Sciama (1955), Eggen, Lyden-Bell & Sandage (1962),
Layzer (1964), Peebles (1965), Doroshkevich, Zeldovich & Novikov (1967), Larson (1969), Harrison (1970),
Peebles (1974), Jones (1976), Gott (1977), Rees (1978), Efstathiou & Silk (1983), Blumenthal et al. (1984),
White (1995), Baugh (2006) and Benson (2010), as well as books by Longair (1998, 2008), Spinrad (2005)
and Mo, Van den Bosch & White (2010).
However, instead of reviewing these reviews, I present a brief timeline for the development of the concepts
underlying our current understanding of galaxy formation [1]. This is best told via pieces of what was once
called “rhetorick” and in the modern age might be known as “catchphrases”, “sound-bites” or “spin” [2].
For each of these physical ideas, I have tried to identify the originator as well as when the idea caught on, as
traced through the first paper found with the relevant phrase in the title or abstract [3]. These entries are
arranged in chronological order of first appearance of each phrase, which in some cases may be a surprisingly
long time after the concept was first described. No attempt has been made to measure how prevalent each
idea has been, or to track its rise and fall [4]. Imperfect as it may be, this list provides an interesting history





NebulaePtolemy, Al-Sufi Messier 1784, Herschel 1786
↓
SpiralsEarl of Rosse 1850 Roberts 1895
↓




EllipticalsHubble 1923 Hubble 1926
↓
Galactic vs. extragalactic nebulaeCurtis & Shapley Hubble 1926
↓
Gravitational instabilityJeans 1902 Stro¨mberg 1934a
↓
Primordial gasLaplace, Alexander 1852 Stro¨mberg 1934b
↓
Tuning-fork diagramHubble 1936 [6]
↓
Early vs. Late typesHubble 1926 Humason 1936
↓
Dark matterZwicky 1933 Spitzer 1942
↓
Proto-galaxiesGamow 1953 Gamow 1953
↓
Mass-to-light ratiosZwicky 1937 Burbidge & Burbidge 1959
↓
Cloud fragmentationHoyle 1953 Layzer 1963
↓
Violent relaxationLynden-Bell 1967 Lynden-Bell 1967
↓
ReionisationGunn & Peterson 1965 Bardeen 1968
↓
Thermal instabilityGold & Hoyle 1959 Sofue 1969
↓
Radiative coolingGold & Hoyle 1959 Sofue 1969
↓
Perturbation theoryBonnor 1957 Rawson-Harris 1969
↓
Hubble sequenceHubble 1926 Brosche 1970
↓
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Growth of density fluctuationsLifshitz 1946 Harrison 1971
↓
Non-linear growthPeebles & Dicke 1968 Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1972
↓
N-body simulationsvon Hoerner 1960 Ostriker & Peebles 1973
↓
Supermassive black holesSalpeter 1964 Ozernoy 1973
↓
MergersHolmberg 1941 Toomre 1974
↓
Dissipationless collapseGott 1973 Thuan 1975
↓
PancakesZeldovich 1970a Novikov 1975
↓
Tully-Fisher relationTully & Fisher 1976 Sandage & Tammann 1976
↓
Chemical enrichmentBurbidge et al. 1957 Audouze & Tinsley 1976
↓
Tidal torquesHoyle 1951, Peebles 1969 Leir & van den Bergh 1977
↓
Galactic cannibalismOstriker & Tremaine 1975 Ostriker & Hausman 1977
↓
VirialisationGunn & Gott 1972 Gott & Turner 1977
↓
Population III starsSchwarzschild & Spitzer 1953 Wagner 1978
↓
Turnaroundvan Albada 1961 Perrenod 1978
↓
Secular evolutionPolyachenko & Fridman 1976 Kormendy 1979
↓
Press-Schechter ansatzPress & Schechter 1974 Efstathiou, Fall & Hogan 1979
↓
Ram-pressure strippingGunn & Gott 1972 Norman & Silk 1979
↓
Environmental dependencevan den Bergh 1979 Giovanelli, Haynes & Chincarini 1981
↓
Secondary infallGott 1975 Dekel, Kowitt & Shaham 1981
↓
Smoothed Particle HydrodynamicsGingold & Monaghan 1977 Gingold & Monaghan 1981
↓
StarburstsRieke & Lebofsky 1979 Rieke 1982
↓
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Faber-Jackson relationFaber & Jackson 1976 de Vaucouleurs & Olson 1982
↓
Self-regulated star formationFranco & Cox 1983 Franco & Cox 1983
↓
Zeldovich approximationZeldovich 1970b Schaeffer & Silk 1984
↓
Morphology-density relationDressler 1980 Postman & Geller 1984
↓
Bottom-up vs. top-downDoroshkevich & Zeldovich 1975 Peebles 1984
↓
Hot Dark Matter vs. Cold Dark MatterBond et al. 1984 Primack & Blumenthal 1984
↓
Dark Matter haloesEinasto, Kaasik, Saar 1974 Padmanabhan & Vasanthi 1985
↓
Biassed galaxy formationKaiser 1984 Jones & Palmer 1985
↓
Gaussian random fieldsDoroshkevich 1970 Bardeen, Bond, Kaiser & Szalay 1986
↓
Supernova feedbackMathews & Baker 1971 Dekel & Silk 1986
↓
The Fundamental PlaneDressler et al. 1987 Djorgovski 1987
↓
Satellite accretionSearle & Zinn 1978 Quinn 1987
↓
SuperwindsChevalier & Clegg 1986 Heckman, Armus & Miley 1987
↓
Spherical top-hatHe´non 1964 Evrard 1989
↓
Peak-background splitBardeen, Bond, Kaiser & Szalay 1986 Park 1991
↓
Hierarchical structure formationWhite & Rees 1978 Katz 1992
↓
Major mergers vs. minor mergersToomre & Toomre 1972 Hernquist & Spergel 1992
↓
Semi-analyticsWhite & Frenk 1991 Kauffmann, White & Guiderdoni 1993
↓
Red and dead galaxiesDunlop et al. 1989 Spinrad 1993
↓
Navarro-Frenk-White profileNavarro, Frenk & White 1996 Tormen 1996
↓
Monolithic collapseEggen, Lynden-Bell & Sandage 1962 Gilmore 1996
↓
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HarassmentFarouki & Shapiro 1981 Moore et al. 1996
↓
Halo substructureWhite & Rees 1978 Moore, Katz & Lake 1996
↓
The Cosmic WebKlypin & Shandarin 1983 Bond, Kofman & Pogosyan 1996
↓
Merger treesLacey & Cole 1993 Rodrigues & Thomas 1996
↓
End of the Dark AgesCouchman & Rees 1986 Gnedin & Ostriker 1997
↓
Overcooling problemWhite & Rees 1978 Steinmetz 1997
↓
The Madau PlotLilly et al. 1996, Madau et al. 1996 Trentham, Blain, Goldader 1999
↓
StrangulationLarson, Tinsley & Caldwell 1980 Balogh & Morris 2000
↓
M–σ relationFerrarese & Merritt 2000 Ferrarese & Merritt 2000
↓
The Halo ModelSeljak 2000, Peacock & Smith 2000 White 2001
↓
Cores vs. cuspsFlores & Primack 1994, Moore 1994 van den Bosch 2001
↓
Pseudo-bulgesKormendy 1993 Kormendy 2001
↓
Halo Occupation DistributionJing, Mo & Boerner 1998 Berlind 2001
↓
DownsizingCowie et al. 1996 Tran 2002
↓
Stellar archaeologySpite & Spite 1978 Cohen et al. 2002
↓
Substructure crisisKatz & White 1993, Klypin et al. 1999 Somerville 2002
↓
Cold streamsKatz et al. 2003 Dekel & Birnboim 2004
↓
AGN quenchingSpringel, Di Matteo & Hernquist 2005 Scannapieco, Silk & Bouwens 2005
↓
Dry mergers vs. wet mergersvan Dokkum 2005 Naab, Jesseit, Burkert 2006
↓
GastrophysicsBond 1993 Primack 2007
↓
Radio-mode feedbackCroton et al. 2006 Croton et al. 2006
↓





What can we learn from this timeline by viewing it as a process? First, if we simply count ideas, and assume
there is a bandwagon effect associated with each one, then the duration of each fad is approximately one
year [7]. The corollary to this finding, and the advice for new researchers, is that one should jump quickly
onto bandwagons before they pass. The second point is that not all of the concepts listed are entirely new,
and it may even seem to the cynical reader that some apparently new suggestions are simply recycled from
earlier ones, but with new names. This leads to another recommendation for those who wish to make an
impact on galaxy formation – study what is already known, find something that has not been highlighted
much before, and come up with a new name for it.
Sidelines
We end with a list of ideas that are at least a little off the mainstream of galaxy formation research. These
are the “also-ran” or “dead-end” concepts, some of which seemed a bit outre´ in the first place, while others
appeared promising briefly, but were ultimately seen to be merely a distraction [8]. Such ideas might include:
primordial turbulence; continuous creation; cosmic explosions; mock gravity; isocurvature baryons; cosmic
string wakes; textures; late time phase transitions; warm dark matter; self-interacting dark matter; cooling
flows; hyper-extended perturbation theory; retarded galaxies in voids; jet-triggered star formation; fractal
structure; plasma cosmology; MOND; MOG; primordial black holes; primordial magnetic fields; etc.
No doubt there will be many more such notions to come. Only time will tell whether any of them
become part of the main narrative.
The future
Experts disagree on whether we are about to enter a golden “precision era” of galaxy formation or whether
the subject is essentially over, with just the weather-prediction details left to fuss about. Although precise
future directions are unknown, some general predictions are possible: (1) galaxy formation will not be
completely “solved” in the near future; (2) ambitious multi-wavelength surveys will extend our empirical
understanding of the high-z Universe; (3) there will continue to be phrases spun to describe new ideas; (4)
some of these ideas will be old ideas, dressed up; (5) some ideas will be crazy, and will fall by the wayside;
but (6) some ideas will genuinely progress the field, inspiring a new generation of galaxy fabricators.
Notes and references
[1] The boundaries are of course quite blurred between galaxy formation and the nearby topics of star formation,
cluster physics and large-scale structure. The choice of how far to explore around these boundaries is necessarily
quite subjective.
[2] Using analogies from the world’s of entertainment, the media and politics. The web 2.0 version would be “meme”.
[3] For tracking down the source of a phrase or idea, I have tried to simplify a complicated history by picking a
single paper in most cases. There will undoubtedly be errors in this process, and I apologise for either getting the
originator wrong, or missing an earlier example of the use of the phrase. The main aim of the “usage” column is
to trace when the idea started to become popular in the literature, and to be definitive I focus on abstracts of
papers in journals or conference proceedings, ignoring AAS abstracts or telescope proposals.
[4] One could study the longevity of each idea, and whether specific periods of time, scientists or journals have been
more productive, etc. This is complicated by the fact that some phrases were originally coined with a slightly
different meaning, e.g. “starburst” (the nucleus only), “quenching” (of radio emission) and “cold streams” (tidal
debris). Tracking the citations is made more difficult as a result of the natural tendency of researchers to consider
history to have started when they entered the field. Because of these complications I leave it to more serious
historians of science to trace the detailed evolution of each idea. My colleague Dr. Frolop has already embarked
on such a project.
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[5] Other areas of astrophysics could surely be traced in a similar way; however, galaxy formation seems to have more
than its fair share of these catchphrases, presumably because it is a complex subject, which has to be tackled
from many different perspectives.
[6] This term is often used in popular-level presentations, but rarely in technical papers.
[7] Many ideas are current at the same time of course, so this estimate is really the new bandwagon rate. Catchphrases
differ in their longevity, some taking a long time to be picked up in the literature after first being discussed, while
others resonating instantly with other researchers.
[8] Although of course no idea ever dies entirely.
[9] This article made use of NASA’s Astrophysical Data System Bibliographic Services. I wish to acknowledge
discussions with and advice from many colleagues, particularly those who refrained from simply pointing out
which ideas had been theirs.
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